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Message From District Leaders
Raj Kumar Bansal, DTM
District Director
Learning is fun when...
When the teacher and the student both enjoy the
interaction.
When both student and teacher don't have any pressure
to be better than the others of their ilk.
When one learns not only from one's mistakes but also from other's mistakes.
When the role of learner and teacher often gets interchanged and both enjoy the
same
At Toastmasters, all of the above happens every day, in every club across the globe
and has been happening for 95+ years. No wonder, I often term it as a Gurukul of
Learning. Last year, my mother innocently asked me why I am still learning for 19
years in Toastmasters, I could nott perhaps explain it in words but of late when the
meetings have gone online, she sees me enjoying every bit of time I am part of
Toastmasters meeting, event or simple interaction. It is a process of learning,
unlearning and relearning and as Toastmasters, we enjoy these moments and
hence it is always fun.
So, if you ever wanted to know what keeps senior Toastmasters going year after
year. If you were ever curious to know why Toastmasters is such a close knit family
and if you ever wanted to learn and have fun...then this is the place to be.
Just be there in Toastmasters!
Chimmu Kutty, DTM
Program Quality Director, 92A
“Play is the highest form of research.” – Albert Einstein

This is so very true today. As adults, we want to learn new
things. We also want to have fun while doing so. Ralph C
Smedley hit it on the head when he said that we learn best in
moments of enjoyment. That is why a Toastmasters meeting is
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structured so well that it includes a healthy dose of fun too.
As a Soft Skills Trainer who deals with adult learning, fun becomes a very important
element in each session. The concept of play and gamification satisfies our need
to enjoy while learning. When designing a training module, I always try to inculcate
the learning through an activity or game. When we do, when we experience, when
we see the results of what we do, when we have FUN, we internalize our learning.
The impact of such a lesson is deep.
The brain is a very versatile instrument capable of much more than what we are
using it for. Whenever I feel this is too much for me to learn or master, I always think
of Leonardo da Vinci. His areas of interest included invention, drawing, painting,
sculpture, architecture, science, music, mathematics, engineering, literature,
anatomy, geology, astronomy, botany, palaeontology and cartography. He learnt
and remembered and used all this information well before the invention of
computers! Think of all the fun he would have had back then!
As I sign off as your Program Quality Director, let me tell you that I had a lot of fun
this past year learning and working alongside many of you. I hope, as a Leader, I
was able to do the following
Lend a helpful hand
Encourage
Always Listen
Do the right thing
Energize
Respect others
Serve
Boopathy Shankar, DTM
Program Quality Director, 92B
Learning is fun when you are taught by people with passion.
During my college days, few of our practical sessions were
more energetic and easy to learn. When I reﬂect on them
now, I realize it was all taught by individuals who were more
passionate about the subjects and helped us learn easily.
Surprisingly, I used to score decent marks in those subjects.
The same logic applies in Toastmasters as well. We learn a lot
by observing, listening and practicing based on the passionate individuals whom we meet
in clubs. When we observe or listen to a passionate speaker, we tend to like the subject as
well as the speaker. When we practice our speeches and are evaluated by a passionate
evaluator who provides the right feedback, we learn a lot. It is like a dance choreographed
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by a great choreographer. It is fun to be led while learning and lead after learning!
In the new era of online meetings, it is fun to watch speeches delivered in various
backgrounds. Some use their comfortable seats, some use props and some use their best
room in their home as background. It is fun to learn & listen from people who
passionately explore diﬀerent settings! Have you delivered your speech in your club with
a new setting recently?
You will learn it’s fun when you bring out your passion in that speech!

Vanitha Rangarajan,DTM
Club Growth Director, 92A
The teachers I remember from my school days all have one
thing in common - they went beyond our textbooks and
ensured that we remembered important concepts from
activities that we all did together, quizzes, roleplays and many
more innovative ways. Fast forward to 20 years later,
text-books are no longer the main source of education. My
children went to Montessori and their formative years were all
spent doing activities to remember numbers (using beads), names (word building games),
and even family members (doing a family tree and making us hunt high and low for
pictures of our cousins). My daughters started their school online a few days ago, and
while it is a new experience for a student to go on mute, toggle screens between the
speaker and the presentation etc, it is so heart-warming to see teachers go over and
above, in making sure that online learning process is made fun - using nameboards,
playing interesting activities, playing videos and a whole lot of interesting visual aids to
help the student be attentive and also remember the lessons they learn each day!
Drawing a parallel in Toastmasters education, mostly none of our speeches from any
project / any path is theory based. We always have to do a certain project and then speak
about the experience - be it organizing an event, managing a diﬃcult audience, creating a
website or a podcast, or hosting a panel discussion / talk show - There is always something
to do and that in turn, teaches you something to become! Every time you as a member /
oﬃcer are asked to deliver a training, or give an educational session, ask yourself, "how can
we make the education we learn in Toastmasters fun?".
Because what we learn with pleasure, we never forget!
“We learn best in the moments of enjoyment.”
- Ralph C Smedley
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Sagnik Biswas,DTM
Club Growth Director, 92B

"Learning is a lifelong process. If your cup is full, you will
never be able to learn more."
This combination of the learnings sum up what learning
truly is.
Toastmasters International has forever advocated that true
learning is achieved in an environment that is fun, relaxed and easy-going. Sure, there are
formalities to maintain, but I believe that the horse of learning is truly unbridled and ready
to go when we learn, keeping aside our worries. Mental space is the most important
requirement of learning. Toastmasters has a structured program of education, but it
enables you to learn at your own speed. The levels, the awards, all are present - but you
should work on your own rhythm of learning. My mentor was a person who took years to
complete his Competent Communicator, but when it came to me, whose goal was to do
10 speeches a year, he never imposed upon me to slow down and do it his way. We both
grew in the process - I learnt how to balance an entire year alongside my goal, and he
learnt how to harness the best from me, and we became the team that we should be.
We learn in moments of fun. We learn when restrictions are only in place to ensure that we
are on the right path. What has been your learning mantra? Can your learning mantra
adapt to change and adopt new methods? Is your cup always full? Reﬂect. Assess. Deploy.
Initiate. Comprehend. Alleviate. Learn. Be R.A.D.I.C.A.L. in your approach to learning!
Geetha Prasanna,DTM
District PR Manager
Last week, as parents, we took one of the biggest decisions in
our lives. We decided to stop school for our 13 year old
daughter and she will be home-schooled henceforth. This was
not an easy decision to take, but we felt this was in the best
interest of her to learn more outside of academics. We
redeﬁned learning for her and in some ways for ourselves as
parents too.
Take a look around. These days one has the comfort and ease of learning from anywhere.
Learning has become more experiential, more instantaneous, like fast-food. We are in a
time where technology has made the earth ﬂatter and learning from anyone anywhere
more possible than ever before. The world of learning and how to learn, are both
constantly evolving.
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Learning is fun when it keeps the need for learning alive. And if it can generate inspiration
and touch the heart of the learner, there is not just the fun element, but a lot of potential
that can be unleashed.
At Toastmasters, what we experience makes us stay on for more. Because learning at
Toastmasters satisﬁes the basic human need - the need to be happy and the need to
express oneself freely. At Toastmasters, we have a lot of fun learning with fellow
Toastmasters, in a positive and encouraging environment. And most importantly, the
learner is able to see the transformation in oneself. This transformation makes us better
individuals, contribute toward a better society and inspire so many more with our own
journey.
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Coronation 2020
Winners
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Learning is Fun When...
“Learning is fun when it becomes a
passion.”
TM Pandiarajan Radhakrishnan

"Learning is fun and
exciting when we
have the right
mentor to guide us
and the right stage
to express.”
TM K.V. Divyasri
With my mentor
TM Vivek Viswam

“Learning is fun
when your teacher
hangs out with you
after college."
TM Nikhil HS
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“Learning is fun when your
seeking spirit is in sync with
Toastmaster Stories!”
TM Robin Haldar

“Learning is fun when
inspiration and appreciation
is all around you.”
TM Rudraraju Kiranmayi

“Learning is fun when online, with no dent in
earning.”
Malini Hebbar, DTM
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“Learning is fun when we are
inspired or passionate about
something.”
TM Kiran

"Learning is fun when taught
lovingly by the dear and
near ones."
TM Susmithajake Santhosh

“Learning is fun when we are
inspired or passionate about
something.”
TM Kiran

“Learning is fun
when different
clubs collate as
single whole under
one roof.”
TM Sulochana
Kaleyanda
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“Learning is fun when it
is interactive,
interesting, inspiring,
and incentivizing in a
safe environment.”
TM Tanwi Kumari

“Learning is fun when
it's free, liberal, hands
on and of course
online.”
TM Geeta Pereira

“Learning is fun when
the accomplices are just
right and you are
learning to live it up
rather than to make a
living.”
TM Sweetha Rai
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“Learning is fun when you
dance with your kids”
TM Srinivasagupta

“Learning is fun when your
heart skips a beat to
welcome every insightful
treat.”
TM Joan Mascarenhas
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New Clubs - May 2020
1. Club number:7625143
SE Speakonomics Club
Area 4, Division N

2. Club number:7682927
Open Mic Toastmasters
Area 2, Division N

3. Club number: 7747874
Ola Bangalore
Area2, Division B

4. Club number: 7700604
Autoliv India Toastmasters Club
Area 1, Division L

5. Club number: 7772212
Wipro Kochi Toastmasters Club
Area 4, Division H

5. Club number: 7776935
Cisco Orators Club
Area1, Division C
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Division Highlights
Division E
1. Education Sessions: Education session on ‘Personal finance planning’ was
delivered by a certified finance planner TM Sudarshan at Dhwani Toastmasters on
16th May 2020.

Education session on ‘Ah Counter’s roles and responsibilities’ was delivered by TM
Tanuja Khanduja at Lead India Speakers Club on 17th May 2020.
Education session on ‘How you can leverage Toastmasters to add value to yourself’
by DTM TK Ramesh at Dhwani Toastmasters on 30th May 2020.
Workshop on ‘Parliamentary Procedures in Action’ was conducted by TM Kunal
Pabrai at Centre for Management Studies, Area E2 Toastmasters on 30th May
2020.
Education session on ‘Humor without Labor’ was delivered by TM KVM Kishore at
IIMB Orators Club on 30th May 2020.

2. Linkers Meet: Linkers meet was hosted by IIMB Orators Club on 15th May 2020
which included the following clubs:

Bangalore Toastmasters Club
Daffodils Toastmasters Club

LA 1924 Toastmasters Club
IIMB Orators Club

3. Rendezvous Meeting: A unique rendezvous meeting was conducted which
included one club each from College, corporate and community on 16th May 2020.
Transcend Toastmasters – College Club Tarento India TM Club – Corporate Club
Koramangala TM Club – Community Club
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4. Open House: RIPPLERS
conducted Open House with 88
participants
including
70+
guests on 9th May 2020.
5. DTM Award: Division E’s
Division Director TM Girish
Nagpal became DTM Girish
Nagpal
by
achieving
Distinguished
Toastmasters
Award.
6. Area Directors & Division Directors:Our 2 ADs from Area E1 and E4 became
Division Director elects for Division E and Division J of District 121 respectively for
the term 2020-21.
7. CGD to PQD Elect: DTM Vanitha Rangarajan from IBC Titans Toastmasters Club
became Program Quality Director Elect, District 121 for the term 2020-21.

Division K
1. Status for Areas: Area K2 becomes a Select Distinguished Area with 4 President
Distinguished clubs namely Garden City Toastmasters club, Cisco Vani, Schneider
Electric Toastmasters Club and Cisco Xpressions.
2. Status for Division: Division K becomes Select Distinguished Division with 9
President Distinguished clubs, 10 Select Distinguished clubs, and 11 Distinguished
clubs.
3. DCP Points: There are 9 clubs in Division K which have achieved 10 DCP
points.
4. Awards: Toastmasters Amrita Bengaluru from Area K1 bagged Golden Gavel
Plus award. Standard Chartered GBS Eco World Toastmasters Club from K1,
Garden City Toastmasters club and Cisco Xpressions from K2 have bagged the
Golden Gavel award. Photos have been attached for your reference.The clubs have
been working diligently towards their goal and are coming out with flying colors.
5. Leadership: Aayushi Jain currently serving as Area K3 director has been elected
as Division G Director for the year 2020-21.
6. The Podcast Kont3est: Area K3 held a one-of-a-kind podcast contest.
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The Podcast Kont3est
TM Aishvarya, Cisco Xpressions
Area K3 held a one-of-a-kind podcast
contest.The organizing team consisted
entirely of strong women guided and
mentored by DTM Arjun Sundar Raj and
TM Krishna Chaitanya.
We had Podcast Patrons for the contest –
DTM Rajdeep Manwani, TM Bharat
Sangekar, TM Sanjay Khandelwal and
TM Apurv Gupta.
Contests so far, had the element of body
language/ stage usage in it. Due to the
recent situation, our stage changed from
a big room to a small frame on screen.
Well, what if we didn’t use the stage, what
if we could use our voice alone to make
an impact. Just as in…. podcasts. In this contest, there was a mic, but no stage. Any
impact that had to be created, had to be from your voice alone.
As the concept of podcasting was still vague, we had an “Introduction to Podcast”
masterclass given by our Podcast Patron TM Sanjay Khandelwal the day before the
contest. The contestants interacted with TM Sanjay and clarified their doubts. This
gave us all a tiny peek into the world of podcasting.
In addition to the usual rules, we had one simple rule, neither the audience or
contestants were to be on video during the contest.
On the D-day, the contestants came up with creative topics and presented their
podcasts. As Toastmasters, we all know that feedback is the key to improvement.
Our podcast patrons had a lot of points to give as feedback which added immense
value to contestants and all others on the call.
The learning did not stop there. We had a wonderful keynote speech by our very
own ISC Champion TM Bharat Sangekar. He left us with a message to ponder, that
no matter what happens, we should find our fascination that was once dear to us but
forgotten as time flew by. We also had “Guptaji in the house”- by TM Apurv Gupta
who made us think with his wit and humor.
Finally, after all sessions, we had the traditional “group picture”.
This event was planned and executed in a very short time. Late night calls and
numerous edits went into each plan of ours. Apart from learning a lot about
podcasts, the major lessons here were crisis management and influencing people in
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the right direction. And last but not the least, learning how to respond along with
your team when your plan goes off course is extremely important.
I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to all our Podcast Patrons for taking
time out of their daily schedule and giving us a lot of valuable feedback. Thanks a
lot, to all the contestants and role players without whom the contest would have
been impossible. Special thanks to our mentors, Arjun and Krishna for being
one-of-a-kind mentors for this one of a kind Kont3st! Without your support, this event
wouldn’t have reached the heights meant to reach. Thanks to AD K3 Aayushi Jain
who brought us all together.

Division N:
1. Division Contest: Division N Annual Meet & ISC contest was held on 2ndMay
2020.
2. Newly Chartered Clubs:
Open Mic Toastmasters Club with Area N2 on
1st May 2020.
SE Speakonomics Club with Area N4 on 17th
May 2020.

Open Mic Toastmasters Club

SE Speakonomics Club
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Division O:
1. DTM Award: TK Ramesh, DTM and Maithili JK, DTM from Galaxy Toastmasters,
Area O1 achieved the highest level of educational achievement in Toastmasters, the
Distinguished Toastmasters award.
2. Pathbreakers: TM Arun M from IEEE Toastmasters & TM Sindhuja Nanduri from
Zinnov Toastmasters received Pathbreaker citation.
3. Coronation - District ISC: TM Manas Bhargava, Zinnov Toastmasters, Area O3
secured First Runner-Up position in District 92A Semi Finals. TM Manas Bhargava
delivered an amazing speech at the District 92 Finals at Online Coronation on 24th
May, 2020.
4. District Leadership: DTM Rishabh
Mehta from Zinnov Toastmasters Club
became Club Growth Director Elect, District
92 for the term 2020-21. TM Licy John was
elected as Division B Director of District 121
for term 2020-21.
5. Area Director Recognition:
TM Sindhuja Nanduri, Area O3 and TM Licy
John, Area O2 received Distinguished Area Director recognition.
6. Club Awards: Zinnov Toastmasters from Area O3 received Golden Gavel award.
7. Club Recognitions: Area O3 clubs, Zinnov Toastmasters received President
Distinguished commendation and Sunquest Toastmasters received Select
Distinguished commendation for term 2019-20.
8. New Club: Ultratech Toastmasters Club was chartered in Area O2.
9. Education Sessions: TM Karthik Nellutla, Area O1 Director delivered an
education session for D82 ,Division B. The topic was "Speech Selection - Tame the
towering task".
10. Coronation - District Contest Roles: TM Karthik Nellutla, Area O1 Director
was the Contest Master for the semifinals and finals of District 92 ISC.
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Find Us Here!

D92 Facebook Page: For us to connect with you.
www.facebook.com/d92tm/
D92 Facebook Group: For all our official highlights
www.facebook.com/groups/tmdistrict92/

www.instagram.com/d92tm/

D92 Twitter: For the little birdies.
www.twitter.com/toastmastersd92/

D92 LinkedIn: For the professionals in us.
www.linkedin.com/company/toastmasters-district-92/

D92 Official Website: For just about everything.
https://www.tmdistrict92.org/
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“What we learn with pleasure we never forget.”
— Alfred Mercier
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